Goodbye Skype,
Hello Teams
Voice!
Joe Williams III – Senior Lead Consultant
Chris Macaluso – Senior Lead Consultant
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What we cover in today’s
webinar
• The retirement of Skype for Business Online in July 2021
• The various capabilities of Teams voice
• Anytime, anywhere access to communication
• The cost-savings of a cloud-based solution
• Transforming your voice landscape
• How can Catapult help?
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Quick Poll #1
What do you do?
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Skype for
Business Online
Retirement
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Skype for Business
Retirement, what now?
Retirement
After July 31, 2021, Skype for Business Online will no
longer be accessible. Until this date, there will be no
change in the experience of Skype for Business Online
and new users can still be added

New Tenants
Until this date, there will be no change in the experience
of Skype for Business Online and new users can still be
added

Customer Impact
Skype consumer service and Skype for Business Server
will be unaffected. Strategic plans for migration should
be addressed in a more technical deep dive due to the
number of options available
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Teams voice
Overview
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Microsoft Teams

The hub for teamwork in Microsoft 365

Communicate
through chat, meetings & calls

Collaborate
with deeply integrated Office 365 apps

Customize & Extend
with 3rd party apps, processes, and devices

Work with confidence
enterprise level security, compliance, and
manageability
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Teams Calling Considerations
Help Manage Change and Adoption
Create mapping from current state to user
personas and end state based on workloads and
capabilities

Customer education on Microsoft Teams
and identify gaps
Provide an overview of Microsoft Teams and the
Roadmap to facilitate the journey discussion

Identify potential blockers to upgrade
Determine the current state of the environment
and bring up any blockers or challenges to get to
end state
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Calling in Teams
Connect with anyone through Phone System,
Calling Plans, or Direct Routing

Best user experience
Make and receive calls in Teams, while at home, or
on the road from Android and iOS, and easily add
video and sharing

PSTN calling available
With Calling Plans and/or Direct Routing, ensure
every user can make and receive calls – a true
cloud voice solution

Collaboration and voice together
Teams surfaces the ability to call when where your
users need – encouraging working together
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New Innovations in Teams Calling

Quick Poll #2
What is your current voice platform?
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Phone System
Replace your traditional PBX with Office 365
Unify your global phone systems in Office 365
Provide a complete voice solution in the cloud.* Reduce
reliance on traditional PBX systems and on-premises
hardware
Simplify IT
Increase agility and consolidate management with rapid
provisioning, reporting, and diagnostics of voice services
in Office 365
Scale globally
With phone system, you can harness the Microsoft
network and data centers worldwide, and get the power
of the Microsoft cloud wherever your business goes

*A complete voice solution is possible with a combination of Phone System, Calling Plans, and/or Direct Routing

Calling for the Cloud
Office 365
Modern Workplace
Microsoft Teams

Phone System,
when paired with
Microsoft Calling
Plans and/or Direct
Routing, provides a
full business calling
experience for Office
365 users in Teams
on a global scale

PSTN dial tone
Microsoft
Calling Plans
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Direct Routing
in Teams

(Telco Calling Services)
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Direct Routing Benefits

Interoperability
with third-party
systems

Leverage existing
contracts with
service providers

Deployment
Flexibility

Where Calling
Plans not
available

Can be
combined with
Calling Plans

Less Hardware
Footprint
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Connected Contact Center Solution Availability
Multiple partner solutions, targeting
Direct sales and channel partners, with
More on the way!
Initial partners deploying ‘Connect’

Solutions to customers
Limited preview in Q4 CY19
Broader customer availability early CY2020
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Meeting needs are changing
Our customer’s employees are more mobile,
increasing remote collaboration

72%
56%
1/3 of meetings
38%

Video is becoming the norm
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Get the most out of your meetings

Meeting
lifecycle

Easy, high-quality
experiences

▪

Insights, history, and context

▪

▪

Keep everyone in the
know before, during, and
after a meeting

High-quality and adaptive audio,
video, and content sharing over
Wi-Fi & cellular networks

▪

Real-time coauthoring with
integrated Office 365 apps

▪

Take notes and track actions

▪

Never miss the meeting—even if
you missed the meeting—with
cloud recording and searchable
transcripts

▪

▪
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Join from PC, Mac, mobile, web,
or meeting rooms; from home,
the office or on the go
1-touch meeting join for
conference rooms with Microsoft
Teams Rooms

Intelligent and
inclusive
▪

Automatic live captions and
searchable transcripts

▪

Contribute and share in real-time
with digital ink and the
integrated Microsoft Whiteboard

▪

Remove distractions and
personalize your video, calling
and meeting experiences with
background blur and custom
backgrounds

Secure and
manageable
▪

Office 365 compliance, security,
and manageability means you
can call and meet with
confidence

▪

Dial into meetings with Audio
Conferencing, available in 90+
countries

▪

Integrated calling, cloud Phone
System and full PSTN support

▪

Broad device ecosystem, support
for SIP meeting room devices
with Cloud Video Interop services
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Live Events in Microsoft Teams
Events for every need
Reach internal and external participants
Reach 10,000 participants on mobile or web, globally and
at scale
Schedule and deliver events as easily as a meeting
Create more effective communications for employees,
customers and partners
Quickly share screens and webcams to deliver content
Deliver impactful training with agility across audiences of
all sizes
Use moderate Q&A to engage with attendees
with real-time discussion and interactions connect
leadership and employees to drive deeper engagement

Live Events fuel connectivity

Inform & engage

Capture & share knowledge

Enrich collaboration

News & announcements

Learning & development

More authentic communications

Employee & customer engagement

Share best practices

Integrated technology experiences

Consistency in messages

Scale knowledge distribution

Reach audience on web & mobile

Microsoft Teams Devices
Personal Devices

Mobile
devices

Personal
computers

Desk phones and
peripherals

Shared Devices

All-in-one
collaboration
devices

Large screen
interactive
displays

Room
systems

A range of certified devices for every space and working style
Consistent Teams experience
with more seamless
transitions across devices

Integration of software and
hardware to enhance the
meeting experience
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Companion experiences
with mobile devices for
meetings

Built-in skills and intelligence
to support the meeting and
calling lifecycle
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New Innovations in Teams Devices

Access from
Anywhere
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Meet anywhere

Simple & fluid experience
across devices

Enjoy familiar, coherent experiences across mobile,
desktop,web, room devices and desk phones

Diverse & inclusive
communication

Schedule meetings in Teams or using Outlook integration.
Worldwide coverage, including audio conferencing for 90+
countries. Spontaneously meet up 1:1 or start group video
calls anytime.
Meet across organizational borders. External
partners/customers join over federation or guest web
experience (Chrome/Edge)
Communicate broadly with Live Event to 10,000 attendees

Uncompromised
mobile

Join on-to-go with 1-click, companion join and call me back.

High-fidelity
collaboration

Collaborate and communicate in real time. Co-author, share
desktop, applications, whiteboard, present and co-navigate
PowerPoint files

Range of platform
and devices

Choose from a room portfolio covering the spectrum of
space types from huddle to boardroom.

Collaborate via mobile using screen share, live camera feed
share, PowerPoint navigation, and give/take control

Includes Surface Hub, Skype Room System, and a range of
devices for group and personal use.

Consistent experience across devices,
screens, sizes, and platforms
Budget Allocation

PC, Mac, mobile, web, conference rooms, and
desk phones
Access Teams meetings across devices wherever
you are: at home, in the office, or on the go

Collaborate directly via mobile with screen share,
live camera feed, and PowerPoint

Budget Allocation

Budget Allocation
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Cost-Savings of
Cloud Based
Calling
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Value Proposition

Management
lifecycle
•

•

•

Less administrative
overhead, removing
patching cycles, hardware
maintenance, etc.
Reallocate Staff to more
strategic decision-making
processes

Productivity

Resource Reduction

•

Improve employee
productivity with single
pane of glass

▪

Reduce space due to
removal of old PBX
environment

•

Provide employee with
access to communications
systems anytime,
anywhere

▪

Cut costs related to
power and other tangible
expense due to reduced
on-premise footprint

Lower expenses related
to meetings and travel

▪

•

Streamline current
business processes
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Potential reduction of
support contracts and/or
elimination of hardware
support contracts

ROI
•

Get real world cost using
our business calling cost
calculator before
implementation

•

Save an average of 60%
over existing
telecommunications
solutions (Op-Ex and CapEx combined)

•

Retain current PSTN
investment ROI with
Teams
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Sounds great.
What’s the plan?
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Can we simply turn on and deploy Teams?
You can, but you shouldn’t

“Deploy it and they will come”
rarely works

Resistance to change is
normal and expected

Teams is one of many
options out there

Communicate early…and often. Focus on the value of Teams to the user and allow time to adapt .
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Strategic planning
can lead to success
Common attributes
of our most successful
customers
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1

Sponsorship coalition

5

Explicit use cases
and usage scenarios

2

Optimized technical
environment

6

Peer champions program

3

Focused user adoption
strategy (in parallel with
technical readiness)

7

Users are grounded in
Teams first

4

Clearly defined
user value/benefit

8

Defined operational plan

We can do it
ourselves.

Onboarding MS Teams
Prepare your environment:
• Check your environment's readiness for Teams
• Prepare your organization's network for Teams
• Learn about the benefits of installing the desktop,

web, and mobile clients

Learn how to use Microsoft Teams
The people who will be supporting the
product should be ready to use Microsoft
Teams themselves

Assign the right admin roles
You can designate administrators who need different
levels of access for managing Microsoft Teams:
• Teams Service Administrator
• Teams Communications Administrator
• Teams Communications Support Engineer
• Teams Communications Support Specialist
© Catapult Systems 2019
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Advisor for Teams (preview)
Plan a successful Teams deployment for your organization. Advisor for Teams provides recommended plans and a
collaboration space for the deployment team to streamline the roll out of all the Teams workloads, including messaging,
meetings and calling workloads.

1

Customers can select what workload they
want to rollout and who they’re rolling it
out with

2

A tenant readiness assessment is provided
based on common friction points that
FastTrack has helped customers solve

3

Team is created with the project team and
populated with success resources to get
started fast
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Actually, we could
use a little help.

Catapult is a FastTrack Ready Partner
for Microsoft 365
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Okay, we could
use a LOT of help!

Teamwork Assessment
Program Steps

1

Identify Starting Point

2 Adoption & Education

3

Governance & Security

4 Voice & Custom Solutions
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Monthly Services

Project Needs
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The Journey
Teamwork Assessment
Business Decision Maker Workshop
Identify Business Pain Scenario & Solutions
Governance, Security, Adoption,
Voice, & Custom Solutions
Education, Demos, Business Examples, & Success Roadmap
4 – 6 Weeks

Post Assessment Services & Consulting
Continuous Onboarding of Identified Business Scenarios

Calling & Meetings Onboarding, Custom Solutions Onboarding
Admin & User Support – Broad O365 Support Services – Valo Teamwork – Analytics
Continuous Adoption, Change Management, Measurement, and Content Migration Services
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Catapult’s MS Teams Offerings
*Teams Voice/Calling requires additional scope

TRAS*

Quick TAAS**

TAAS**

Emergency response and adoption

Quick deployment of basic use cases
(chat, meetings, collaboration)

Departmental Modernization Process
and Custom Teams Solutions

Simplified and limited

Catapult Governance Center (Standard)
or Manual via SPO List

Complete, customized and automated
or 3rd party

Security

Public Channels Only

Teams Security Assessment

Teams and optional Full O365 Security
Assessment

Support

Via a 3-month subscription

Subscription, Internal or 3rd Party

Subscription, Internal or 3rd Party

End User Training

Microsoft Learning Pathways Site (installed)

Internal, Vitalyst, Brainstorm, 3rd Party

Internal, Vitalyst, Brainstorm, 3rd Party

Communications

Microsoft Crisis Communication Power App
(Basic)

General Emails for Standard Use Cases

Customized and departmental and/or
persona based

Not enabled

Minimal and governed – if required

Complete, secured and governed

Microsoft 365 Usage Analytics

M365 Usage Analytics with Catapult,
Enhancements or 3 rd Party

Analytics tied to enterprise and
departmental objectives

Company-wide Team only

Multiple Teams

Full enterprise with roadmap

Not intended for future use –
content can be migrated & Team repurposed

Provides a solid foundation and base use
cases that can then be expanded

Full deployment

$15K (includes support contract)

$25K– $40K

Over $50K (depends on scope, options)

2 days

2-3 Weeks

> 5 weeks

Intended Use Case

Governance

External Collaboration

Analytics
Business Scope
Growth/Expansion Path
Estimated Cost
Duration
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*Teams Rapid Adoption & Support

**Teams Assessment and Adoption Services
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How can Catapult assist with
Teams voice
Microsoft as your
phone provider
•

Port your numbers to
Microsoft

•

No on prem hardware

•

Potential for reduced
costs or offset licensing
costs with savings in
PSTN calls
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Keep your provider
and implement Direct
Routing
•

Keep your existing
carrier and contract
pricing

•

Still implement the
“Modern Workplace”
with Teams voice

•

Minimal Hardware on
prem, Utilize Virtual
SBC, take advantage of a
hosted SBC model

Keep your phone
system and integrate
with Teams through
Direct Routing
▪

Keep your phone system
as it is

▪

Maintain existing call
center features

▪

Transition your
workforce to Teams
voice and integrate the
two phone systems
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Skype for Business Online retirement date is published, and
Teams is the replacement

Key points to
remember
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How you can achieve business
outcomes with Teams Voice

• Option 1 - DIY with help from online resources
• Option 2 - DIY with remote guidance from the Catapult FastTrack team
• Option 3 - Get hands-on, expert assistance from Catapult with our
Fuse Teamwork service offering
• Engage with our Business Development Team to see how we can assist
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Questions?

Contact Details

Kira Pachall
Business Development Representative
CORP-Sales
Dallas
(214) 888-7561
Kira.Pachall@catapultsystems.com
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Thank you.
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